SINGING BAMBOO

C         G7       C
LISTEN,--------TO THE SWEET SINGING BAMBOO
C      G7        C
IT’S SINGING ------A LITTLE LOVE SONG TO YOU.

C         G7       C
TELLING------OF A SMALL ISLAND RENDEZVOUS,
C        G7         C--C7
A HEAVEN ------ THAT WAS MADE JUST FOR TWO

F
WHERE TRADEWINDS,
   G7     C
SOFTLY KISSING THE COCO PALMS
   D7
FLOWER SCENTED NIGHTS,
   G7
CALLING YOU TO MY ARMS.

C       G7      C
SO LISTEN,------TO THE SWEET SINGING BAMBOO
C     G7       C---C7
IT’S SINGING,------A LITTLE LOVE SONG TO YOU.

(REPEAT CHORUS AND LAST VERSE)

(TAG LAST LINE)
C             G7    C
A LITTLE LOVE SONG TO YOU,
G7        F----Fm-----C
A LITTLE LOVE SONG TO YOU.